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ABSTRACT
This study investigated to what extent the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT-4) is a reliable tool for measuring vocabulary knowledge of English as a second language (L2), and to what extent L1 characteristics affect test outcomes. The PPVT-4 was administered to Dutch pupils in six different age groups (4-15 years old) who were or were not following an English educational programme at school. Our first finding was that the PPVT-4 was not a reliable measure for pupils who were correct on maximally 24 items, but it was reliable for pupils who performed better. Second, both primary-school and secondary-school pupils performed better on items for which the phonological similarity between the English word and its Dutch translation was higher. Third, young inexperienced L2 learners’ scores were predicted by Dutch lexical frequency, while older more experienced pupils’ scores were predicted by English frequency. These findings indicate that the PPVT may be inappropriate for use with L2 learners with limited L2 proficiency. Furthermore, comparisons of PPVT scores across learners with different L1s are confounded by effects of L1 frequency and L1-L2 similarity. The PPVT-4 is however a suitable measure to compare more proficient L2 learners who have the same L1.
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Vocabulary tests are frequently used in research on monolinguals, and early bilinguals and second language (L2) learners, both to measure children’s vocabulary development in a specific language, and to evaluate their overall language abilities (e.g. Bialystok et al. 2010; Dongsun, Yoon, and Jiyeon 2016; Poarch and van Hell 2012b). As previously noted (Gathercole, Thomas, and Hughes 2008), most often these tests have been developed for use with native speakers of the language being assessed, and therefore have been normed on a monolingual population. The way in which learners acquire an L2, however, by definition differs from how they acquire a first language (L1), in terms of for example context or age. The use of an L1 vocabulary test with an L2 population may therefore be problematic: Various L1 and L2 factors may have an influence on test outcomes, such as linguistic overlap between the L1 and L2 or how frequently young L2 learners encounter certain words. The question we address in this paper is to what extent an L1 vocabulary test can be reliably used with young L2 learners.

For children acquiring English as an L1, many language proficiency tests are available (for a discussion see Gathercole, Thomas, and Hughes 2008), one of the most commonly-used being the
Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT), a receptive vocabulary test (Dunn 1959). This test has been widely used with monolingual English speakers, and with bilingual children in non-instructed settings (see for example Bialystok et al. 2010 for a meta-analysis). The use of the PPVT (or its British-English equivalent the BPVS) in L2 acquisition contexts is widespread, too (see for example Cohen 2016; CREVECOEUR, COYNE, AND MCCOACH 2014; Dhal and Vulchanova 2014; Dongsun, Yoon, and Jiyeon 2016; Jensen 2017; Leśniewska and Pichette 2016).

One of the domains in which the PPVT is frequently used with L2 learners is the domain of early foreign-language education. Also, in various European countries, using English as the language of instruction in addition to the official language in education has gained in popularity in recent years, both in primary (Huang 2016) and secondary education (Nikula 2017). Many researchers have investigated whether these educational programmes lead to gains in English receptive vocabulary. Such studies have been conducted in many countries, including Belgium (Buyl and Housen 2014), Finland (Merisuo-Storm 2007), France (Cohen 2016), Germany (Steinlen and Piske 2013), the Netherlands (Admiraal, Westhoff, and de Bot 2006; Lobo 2013; Unsworth et al. 2015; van der Leij, Bekebrede, and Kotterink 2010), Norway (Dhal and Vulchanova 2014), and Spain (Jimenez Catalan and Terrazas Gallego 2005). Many of them made use of the PPVT or the BPVS, either in its original form (Buyl and Housen 2014; Cohen 2016; Dhal and Vulchanova 2014; Unsworth et al. 2015; van der Leij, Bekebrede, and Kotterink 2010) or back-translated from the Dutch version of the test to English (Lobo 2013). The PPVT was not designed as a task for L2 learners, however, and the pupils in those studies learned English in a context differing from the one in which L1 learners learned it, at an age at which their L1 had already developed substantially. Different factors, such as the frequency with which certain words are used in the L2 or the linguistic overlap between the L1 and L2, may play a role in their L2 vocabulary development and influence their scores on the PPVT. In this study, we investigate the extent to which, given these factors, the PPVT is suitable for use with young Dutch pupils learning English as an L2 via an educational programme.

**The PPVT**

The PPVT was originally developed as a measure of verbal intelligence (Dunn 1959). The English version of the PPVT is currently in its fourth edition. This edition consists of 228 items grouped in 19 sets of 12 items each, arranged in order of decreasing frequency, with increasing difficulty being assumed. An item consists of four full-colour pictures. The participant has to select the picture that best matches the orally presented word. The items include verbs, adjectives, and nouns. The words belong to one of 20 different content categories, like animals, actions, or emotions. According to the guidelines in the manual, the start set is dependent on the age of the participant. If the participant gives two or more incorrect responses in one set, an easier set is presented. The basal set is determined as the set in which maximally one incorrect response is given. After selection of the basal set, the main phase of testing begins. Testing ends when the participant makes more than seven incorrect responses within a single set, thereby reaching the ceiling set. The PPVT-4 was normed on a sample of 3540 people, representative for the population of the United States. Both split-half and test-retest reliability were consistently high, with coefficients higher than .90 for all age groups (Dunn and Dunn 2007).

It is not surprising that the use of the PPVT is so widespread: it requires no literacy skills or oral response, there is minimal risk for stress or perceived failure, it is appropriate for use with participants aged two and older, and the coloured pictures are perceived as appealing to children. The authors of the test consider it as a useful measure for the assessment of ‘the extent and nature of a person’s knowledge of standard American English words’ (Dunn and Dunn 2007, 3), even for individuals whose L1 is not English (Dunn and Dunn 2007). However, as noted above, the PPVT was not developed for L2 learners. Its use for such a population may therefore not be completely unproblematic. A potential problem involves the possible interplay between the L1 and the L2, and this may influence outcomes (Wood and Pena 2015).
L1 effects when investigating L2 vocabulary

A common view in the L2 acquisition literature is that L2 learners do not begin from scratch when they start building up a lexicon in the new language. Instead, they rely on the knowledge and the concepts that they have in their L1 (Dijkstra and Van Heuven 2002; Kroll and Stewart 1994). One aspect of children’s L1 that may affect their vocabulary acquisition and, in particular, their performance on the PPVT is L1 word frequency. The structure of the PPVT-4 is based on the idea that some words are more frequent than others, and that children will acquire more frequent words before less frequent words and hence are more familiar with more frequent words (Dunn and Dunn 2007). However, word familiarity may be different for L2 learners than for native speakers. Wood and Pena (2015) showed that the difficulty level of the items in the PPVT-4, as determined by their order in the test, was positively related to children’s error scores, but this relation was stronger in English monolingual children than in Spanish L2 learners of English. Differences in word familiarity between L1 and L2 learners may be especially more likely for children who have limited L2 exposure, as is the case for Dutch children who are exposed to English either at school or via media (Lindgren and Muñoz 2013). Words that are frequent in English as an L1 are not necessarily frequent in English as an L2, but frequency measures for English as an L2 are not available. It is therefore difficult to determine to which specific words children are exposed, and with what frequency. While we thus have no suitable measure of the frequency with which words may have been experienced in English in the sample of Dutch children we test, we investigate whether performance on the PPVT depends on Dutch frequency. It is however likely that children who start acquiring a new language at school at a time that they already have acquired their first language will do so by making use of their L1 lexicon. Consequently, the frequency of the words in the L1 may be a more important predictor of word knowledge in the L2 (English) than the L2 frequency itself.

Children may also rely on their knowledge of the L1 by recognising the similarities between words in the L1 and the L2. This might be particularly helpful for cognates, which in this study are defined as words that show semantic overlap between two languages, as well as large similarities in spelling and/or sounds. Translation pairs that show orthographic and phonetic similarities but that have different meanings (i.e. ‘false friends’) are not included in this study. It is known that meaning and form overlap helps children derive the meaning of a word (Pérez, Peña, and Bedore 2010; Potapova, Blumenfeld, and Pruitt-Lord 2016), even when children have limited exposure to the L2 (Bosma et al. 2016). Children have also been found to process cognates faster than non-cognates (Brenders, van Hell, and Dijkstra 2011; Poarch and van Hell 2012a). Just like adults (Dijkstra et al. 2010), children seem to show a gradual cognate facilitation effect: they are more likely to know the meaning of an identical cognate item than of a non-identical cognate, although they are also able to derive the meaning of non-identical cognates (Bosma et al. 2016). Older children are better at recognising cognates than younger children, especially if the items are non-identical cognates (Bosma et al. 2016). Since the number of cognates is greatest in closely related language pairs (Schepens et al. 2013), and Dutch and English are both Germanic languages that are known to share a large proportion of cognates (Broersma 2009; Schepens et al. 2013), it is likely that the PPVT-4 will contain relatively many English words of which the phonological similarity is close to their Dutch translation equivalent. When administering the PPVT-4 to native Dutch children it is thus to be expected that they may well benefit from these items.

Indeed, it has been noted that the PPVT-4 contains cognates for Dutch-speaking children (Lobo 2013; Unsworth et al. 2015). The researchers mentioned that this may have helped monolingual children with word association and recognition. Previous research has also shown that the PPVT-3 and PPVT-4 contain Spanish-English cognates (Potapova, Blumenfeld, and Pruitt-Lord 2016; Wood and Pena 2015), and that Spanish-English bilingual children perform better on cognates than on non-cognates (Potapova, Blumenfeld, and Pruitt-Lord 2016). Furthermore, a recent study with adult L2 learners showed that the PPVT-4 contains more French-English than Polish-English cognates, and hence French L1 speakers obtained higher scores on the PPVT-4 than Polish L1 speakers (Leśniewska,
Pichette, and Béland (2018). Similarly, in a large-scale experiment which compared foreign-language learners in seven European countries (Lindgren and Muñoz 2013) children living in a country in which the language of schooling was linguistically close to English (i.e. Swedish and Dutch) performed better on English listening and reading tasks than children living in a country where the language of schooling was less close to English (i.e. Croatian and Polish). Whilst that experiment did not use the PPVT, it does suggest that children might rely on cognate knowledge when being tested in their L2. All these studies thus suggest that when investigating L2 English vocabulary using the PPVT children’s scores might be influenced by cognates.

The current study

Any measure of children’s L2 vocabulary may thus be influenced by the fact that the frequency of the L2 words does not have to be the same as the frequency of the words in that language as an L1, and by the degree to which translation equivalents of the items in a test overlap in phonological form. Research on these issues is however limited. The current study addresses these issues by investigating the extent to which word frequency and phonological overlap between item-translation pairs predict the performance on the PPVT-4 by Dutch children who have limited exposure to English. The goal of this study more generally was to investigate how suitable the PPVT-4 is for measuring vocabulary knowledge of Dutch children and adolescents at different stages of learning English as an L2.

We conducted three experiments. In Experiment 1, in order to investigate lexical frequency, we translated all items of the PPVT-4 from English to Dutch, and examined if Dutch and English lexical frequencies are correlated. We also investigated cognate status. Contrary to previous studies (Bosma et al. 2016; Pérez, Peña, and Bedore 2010; Potapova, Blumenfeld, and Pruitt-Lord 2016; Wood and Pena 2015), we used a continuous measure instead of an arbitrary cut-off point to determine phonological similarity between pairs of English items and their translations. We expected the frequencies to be closely related to each other, since previous research has shown that even unrelated languages show considerable overlap in frequency (Moscoso del Prado Martin et al. 2004). Since English and Dutch are linguistically close, we expected the similarity of the item-translation pairs to be high.

In Experiments 2 and 3, we investigated whether word frequencies and phonological similarity measures collected in Experiment 1 predicted respectively primary-school and secondary-school pupils’ scores on the PPVT-4. The children were learning English via an educational programme and/or were exposed to English via media. In both experiments, we investigated, as in previous studies (Buyl and Housen 2014; Cohen 2016; Dahl and Vulchanova 2014; Lobo 2013; Unsworth et al. 2015; van der Leij, Bekebrede, and Kotterink 2010), whether pupils who attended an English programme at their school and those who did not differed in their performance on the PPVT-4.

Experiments 2 and 3 were used to test three hypotheses. The first hypothesis was that the reliability of the PPVT-4 would increase when administering it to pupils who had more experience with English. Across the board, the older pupils are expected to have more experience with English than the younger pupils, and therefore to reach higher sets of the PPVT-4. For the youngest pupils, on the other hand, testing may regularly stop after the first few sets, resulting in a floor effect. Therefore, the test may not reliably differentiate between young pupils’ vocabulary abilities.

Our second hypothesis was that children would perform better on English items that are more similar in form to their Dutch translations. Furthermore, since previous research has shown that children are better at recognising similarities between words as they become older (Bosma et al. 2016), we expected that the relation between form similarity and performance would get stronger in older pupils.

Third, we hypothesised that there would be a decreasing L1 frequency effect and an increasing L2 frequency effect as pupils get older. We expected that for the younger pupils in particular, L1 (Dutch) frequency would affect their performance, because of their limited experience with English. Pupils in
Dutch early-English primary schools generally receive English lessons for maximally one hour per week (Jenniskens et al. 2017) and mainly in an educational setting, and hence there is more room for Dutch than for English frequency to play a role. We expected that for older children, English frequency would become a more important predictor of vocabulary performance, since older pupils have more experience with and exposure to English. They may be exposed to English more, both outside school (Lindgren and Muñoz 2013), and at school: in mainstream education, secondary-school pupils receive between two and four hours of English lessons per week, and in bilingual education 50% of the lessons is in English (approximately 10 h per week for pupils following pre-university training) (EP-Nuffic, n.d.).

**Experiment 1: Lexical frequencies and cognate status**

The aim of this experiment was to investigate similarities and differences between pairs of English items and their Dutch translations, in terms of both lexical frequency and cognate status (operationalised as phonological similarity). Our expectation was that the lexical frequencies would be rather close (Moscoso del Prado Martín et al. 2004). We also expected that many pairs would show phonological overlap, given the West-Germanic origin of both languages.

**Method**

**Word frequency**

Two online corpora were used to obtain word frequencies per million words: the SUBTLEX-US corpus (van Heuven et al. 2014) and the SUBTLEX-NL corpus (Keuleers, Brysbaert, and New 2010) for English and Dutch words, respectively. The US corpus contains 51 million words, and the NL corpus 44 million. The advantage of the SUBTLEX corpora over traditional written corpora is that they are based on film and television subtitles, and thus on spoken language. Frequency estimates based on spoken language seem to be more accurate than estimates based on written language for explaining language processing in children (Brysbaert and New 2009; Keuleers, Brysbaert, and New 2010).

**Translations**

We translated the items in the PPVT-4 from English to Dutch, making use of the Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English for Advanced Learners (Longman 2012) and the online version of the Van Dale Dutch-English translation dictionary (Albers 2015). One translation was chosen, optimising three criteria: the match with the target picture in the PPVT-4, the closeness of the corresponding meaning of the Dutch word, and the similarity between the frequency of the Dutch translation and the English word. In the PPVT-4, verbs are presented in their -ing form. Such verb forms, expressing ongoing action, are uncommon in Dutch. We therefore used root forms in English and Dutch verb pairs, for example, ‘jump’ and its Dutch equivalent ‘spring’.

**Phonological transcriptions**

Phonological transcriptions for all items were retrieved using the Longman Pronunciation Dictionary (Wells 2008). For Dutch, the ‘Uitspraakwoordenboek’ (Heemskerk and Zonneveld 2000) and the ‘Van Dale Middelgroot Woordenboek’ dictionary (Albers 2015) were used. We used the X-SAMPA system for these transcriptions.

**Objective phonological similarity**

We calculated a normalised Levenshtein Distance (LD) in order to determine to what extent word pairs were similar, following Schepens et al. (2013). Because children are presented with the oral and not the written form of the items in the PPVT-4, we chose to focus on the phonological LD. The distance between an English item and its Dutch translation was calculated as the minimum number of insertions, deletions, and substitutions required to go from one to the other in...
X-SAMPA notation. All changes were given a weight of 1. For example, for the English item <ankle> and its Dutch translation <enkel>, the phonological difference between English [Nkl] and Dutch [ENk@l] is 2. Following Schepens et al. (2013) we subtracted the normalised distance from 1 to obtain the phonological similarity:

\[ \text{PhonSim} = 1 - \frac{\text{distance}}{\text{length}}. \]

Length was operationalised as the segmental length of the longest word, either the English one or its Dutch translation. The outcome ranges between 0 and 1, where 0 means that there is no overlap between the two strings (completely dissimilar), and 1 means that the strings are identical (completely similar). In case of the example given above, the length of the longest word (the number of segments) was 5, and therefore the phonological distance was calculated as \( 1 - \left( \frac{2}{5} \right) = .60 \). If no translation was available (as was the case for three low frequent words), PhonSim was set to 0 (no overlap).

**Subjective phonological similarity**

In addition to the objective similarity measure, a subjective measure was determined for the first 168 items in the PPVT-4. This allowed us to examine whether the two measures correlate with each other (cf. Potapova, Blumenfeld, and Pruitt-Lord 2016). Participants were 25 native speakers of Dutch (\( M_{\text{age}} = 24.4; \text{SD}_{\text{age}} = 4.8 \)). They were recruited at Radboud University (Nijmegen, the Netherlands). All participants were volunteers with no known hearing or visual disorders, and gave written consent before taking part in the experiment. They were rewarded with five Euros for their participation.

The similarity rating task was programmed in WebExp2, an application for online experiments developed at Radboud University. Every participant was presented with all 168 item-translation pairs of the PPVT-4, in random order. On each trial, participants were presented with the written English and Dutch form, and the recorded English spoken form that was used in the PPVT-4. Participants were asked to rate the similarity of the English word form and their Dutch translation on a seven-point scale, ranging from (1) completely different to (7) completely similar. Participants were not presented with the spoken Dutch form to keep the procedure similar to that used in the administration of the PPVT-4. Participants were explicitly asked to pay attention only to the phonetic overlap. The intraclass correlation coefficient was high (ICC = .993), showing that the raters strongly agreed in their ratings.

**Results and discussion**

**Word frequencies**

Figure 1 shows the average log frequency per million words of the English items and that of their Dutch translations, per set. As expected from how the PPVT-4 was developed, the frequency of the English words declines in the higher sets – although not consistently so. In some sets (e.g. Set 5), the discrepancy between the English and the Dutch frequency is comparatively large, whereas it is minimal in others (e.g. Set 9).

In Figure 2, we plotted the English and Dutch log frequencies against each other for all pairs, to examine how strongly they are related. Although there is an overall positive correlation between English and Dutch frequency (\( r = .783, p < .001 \)), several pairs clearly deviate from this tendency. Discrepancies were largest when words had only one or a few meanings in one language and multiple meanings in the other (see Figure 2 for examples).

**Phonological similarity**

None of the translation pairs were identical, but 15 pairs had a PhonSim of .71 or higher. Figure 3 shows the average PhonSim per set. E.g. the average PhonSim of set 6 is relatively high, whereas that of set 7 is relatively low.
To assess the validity of the objective measure of form overlap, PhonSim, the correlation between the PhonSim and the subjective similarity judgments was determined. The positive and high correlation found between objective and subjective phonological similarity ($r = .800$, $p < .001$) implies that PhonSim gives a useful, valid measure to identify phonological overlap between words.

In summary, the results of Experiment 1 show that a considerable number of pairs showed substantial phonological overlap. Furthermore, the frequency of the English and Dutch pairs are

Figure 1. Experiment 1: Average English and Dutch log word frequency per set with their standard errors.

Figure 2. Experiment 1: The relation between English and Dutch log frequency. The word ‘net’ (depicted by the black dot), for example, has a single predominant meaning in English (something that is made of openwork fabric), and many high-frequency meanings in Dutch (in addition to something made of openwork fabric, it also means ‘network’, ‘tidy’, ‘decent’, and ‘exactly’). In the case of ‘sort’ (depicted by the open dot), which we translated with ‘sorteer’, it is the other way around.

To assess the validity of the objective measure of form overlap, PhonSim, the correlation between the PhonSim and the subjective similarity judgments was determined. The positive and high correlation found between objective and subjective phonological similarity ($r = .800$, $p < .001$) implies that PhonSim gives a useful, valid measure to identify phonological overlap between words.

In summary, the results of Experiment 1 show that a considerable number of pairs showed substantial phonological overlap. Furthermore, the frequency of the English and Dutch pairs are
highly correlated, but crucially not identical, and there is variation in the similarity of the English and Dutch frequency of the translation pairs.

**Experiment 2: primary-school pupils**

The aim of this experiment was to investigate whether the PPVT-4 is a reliable test when using it with young L2 learners, and to what extent the lexical frequencies and cognate similarity between the English words and their Dutch equivalents found in Experiment 1 could explain primary-school pupils’ test performance. Our first hypothesis was that the reliability of the PPVT-4 would increase when administering it to pupils who had more experience with English. Our second hypothesis was that children would perform better on items with more form overlap with their Dutch translations. The third hypothesis was that L1 frequency would positively influence these young pupils’ performance.

**Method**

**Participants**

Four early-English primary schools that had at least eight years of experience with teaching English participated and four mainstream (i.e. monolingual) schools matched on area (urbanised or rural), neighbourhood (in terms of average income), religious denomination and educational philosophy. Data were collected from 204 typically developing pupils in one of three age groups: 4-to-5 years old (first grade), 8-to-9 years old (fifth grade), or 11-to-12 years old (final grade). An additional 37 pupils participated, but their data were removed from the analyses for one of the following reasons: they had another home language than Dutch ($N = 23$), they did not complete the PPVT ($N = 8$), were learning another language by means of an extracurricular programme ($N = 1$), they were diagnosed with dyslexia ($N = 4$), or they clearly had trouble concentrating during testing ($N = 1$).

The Dutch school system has eight grades, of which the first two are comparable to kindergarten. After the final grade (i.e. grade 8), pupils transfer to secondary school. Pupils are on average 12 years old by then. Pupils from mainstream schools started their English education in the penultimate grade (i.e. at around age 10), and would have had approximately 60 h of English by the end of primary
school. Pupils from early-English schools had had about 320 h of English education by the end of primary school (Jenniskens et al. 2017). In both types of schools, all the rest of the teaching time is in Dutch. Parents gave informed consent for participation and were also asked to complete a questionnaire about out-of-school exposure to English; the response rate was relatively low (37.2%). Table 1 provides the number of girls/boys, exact ages and out-of-school exposure for the type of school and age groups. An independent samples t-test revealed that there was no difference between early-English and mainstream pupils in age (t(202) = 0.208; p > .05) or in out-of-school exposure to English (t(74) = -1.11; p > .05), but given the low response rate to the questionnaire these results should be interpreted with caution. The PPVT data we present here were previously reported as part of the findings from a larger battery of tests (Goriot et al. 2018).

**Instruments**

**PPVT-4.** All children took form A of the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Task – 4th edition (Dunn and Dunn 2007). Pictures were presented on a computer screen. The computer played the accompanying recording, consisting of one word per trial, recorded in a soundproof booth, pronounced in isolation, in clear citation style by a male native speaker of UK English. Administration rules as stated in the manual were followed. Since items in the higher sets (set 15 and higher) were responded to by only a small number of children, too little data were available from these sets to include them in the analyses. We therefore decided to analyse only the first 14 sets, that is, 168 items in total.

**Procedure**

The PPVT-4 was administered as part of a larger test battery. All children were tested individually in a quiet room at their school. The administration of the complete test battery took place in two sessions, each of which lasted approximately 30 min. The PPVT-4 was administered in the first session. Administration took between 5 and 20 min.

**Analysis**

First, Cronbach’s alpha was computed, to determine the reliabilities for each of the age groups. Cronbach’s alpha shows whether all items in one or multiple sets measure the same construct. Second, to examine whether frequency and form overlap played a role in pupils’ performances on the PPVT-4 we performed generalised linear mixed-effects model analysis (packages lme4, lmerTest, in platform R, version 3.4.1).

**Results**

**Reliability**

We computed pupils’ raw score on the PPVT-4, shown in Table 2 for pupils from early-English and mainstream schools separately. For 4-5- and 8-9-year-olds the difference in English vocabulary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mainstream schools</th>
<th>Early-English schools</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4-5 year-olds</td>
<td>8-9 year-olds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Girls (N)</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boys (N)</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (M, SD)</td>
<td>4.90</td>
<td>9.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.27)</td>
<td>(0.40)</td>
<td>(0.53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out-of-school exposure to English in hours per week (M, SD)</td>
<td>5.09</td>
<td>9.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6.08)</td>
<td>(6.35)</td>
<td>(14.11)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
scores between mainstream and early-English pupils is small. For 11-12-year-olds, the difference is larger.

Table 3 shows Cronbach’s alpha for the different age groups separately. We calculated Cronbach’s alpha over a cumulative number of items, starting with the pupils that only completed the first set of items, thereafter also including pupils that completed the second set, and so on. In this way, we can see what the reliability is at lower proficiency levels, and whether reliability systematically increases when more sets are included. Indeed, as predicted, the higher reliability scores are found in the older age groups, particularly in the 11-12-year-olds. The largest increases in reliability values are found when including more sets for the 4-5-year-olds. Below set 4, the reliability scores are low (<.600) to medium (<.800), meaning that the PPVT-4 does not produce reliable scores ($\alpha \geq .900$; McNamara 2000) in the lowest scoring group of L2 learners.

Table 4 shows that percentages correct for all age groups are positively correlated with cognate status as measured by PhonSim: the closer the English word and its Dutch translation are, the larger the percentage correct, and thus the easier the item. Frequencies in Dutch and English are also positively related to percentages correct, except in the youngest age group.

### Table 2. Experiment 2: vocabulary scores by age group and type of education.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age Group</th>
<th>Mainstream</th>
<th>Early-English</th>
<th>Mainstream</th>
<th>Early-English</th>
<th>Mainstream</th>
<th>Early-English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4-5 years</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPVT-4 raw score</td>
<td>13.4 (8.3)</td>
<td>18.2 (14.8)</td>
<td>53.5 (22.7)</td>
<td>56.1 (16.8)</td>
<td>84.1 (21.3)</td>
<td>101.1 (21.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3. Experiment 2: Cronbach’s alpha for the different age groups and sets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age Group</th>
<th>Alpha</th>
<th>Cumulative N (pupils)</th>
<th>Alpha</th>
<th>Cumulative N (pupils)</th>
<th>Alpha</th>
<th>Cumulative N (pupils)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4-5 years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8-9 years</td>
<td></td>
<td>11-12 years</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 1</td>
<td>-4.085</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 1-2</td>
<td>.431</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 1-3</td>
<td>.784</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 1-4</td>
<td>.834</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>.875</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 1-5</td>
<td>.863</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>.888</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>.904</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 1-6</td>
<td>.886</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>.846</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>.904</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 1-7</td>
<td>.916</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>.807</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>.904</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 1-8</td>
<td>.816</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>.903</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>.903</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 1-9</td>
<td>.873</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>.879</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>.879</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 1-10</td>
<td>.909</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>.956</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>.956</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 1-11</td>
<td>.944</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>.940</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>.940</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 1-12</td>
<td>.948</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>.933</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>.933</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 1-13</td>
<td>.950</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>.955</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>.955</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 1-14</td>
<td>.954</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>.962</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>.962</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4. Experiment 2. Correlations between phonological similarity, frequencies, and percentage correct.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. PhonSim</td>
<td>1.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Freq. EN</td>
<td>.037</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Freq. NL</td>
<td>.094</td>
<td></td>
<td>.754**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Overall Percentage correct</td>
<td>.569**</td>
<td>.139</td>
<td></td>
<td>.233**</td>
<td>1.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Percentage correct age 4-5</td>
<td>.490**</td>
<td>.047</td>
<td></td>
<td>.111</td>
<td>.724**</td>
<td>1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Percentage correct age 11-12</td>
<td>.475**</td>
<td>.346**</td>
<td></td>
<td>.377**</td>
<td>.907**</td>
<td>.493**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p < .015, **p < .01.
We conducted a generalised linear mixed-effects model analysis with binomial responses (incorrect coded as 0 and correct coded as 1) as dependent variable, Item number, Subject, and School as random effects, and Type of Education, Age Group, English Frequency, Dutch Frequency, and the interactions between Age Group and all other variables as fixed effects. Continuous variables (English Frequency, Dutch Frequency, and PhonSim) were mean-centered. The results, displayed in Table 5, show that there is a main effect of Age Group: the 8-9- and 11-12-year-olds performed better than the 4-5-year-olds. There is also a positive main effect of Dutch frequency. Early-English pupils tended to perform better on the PPVT-4 than mainstream pupils, resulting in a marginally significant main effect of Type of Education ($p = .058$). The effects of English frequency and PhonSim were different for 8-9-year-olds and 11-12-year-olds than for 4-5-year-olds (see Figures 4 and 5, respectively), as shown by the interaction effects between Frequency and Age Group, and PhonSim and Age Group.

To gain insight in the effects of frequencies and cognate status on the performance of pupils of different ages, we conducted follow-up analyses for the three age groups separately. For each of the age groups, we fitted the same model as reported previously (but without Age Group as a predictor). The results are shown in Table 6. Type of Education only showed a significant main effect for 11-12-year-olds: early-English pupils performed better than mainstream pupils. Similarly, English frequency was a significant and positive predictor of correct responses in the highest age group only. Dutch Frequency on the other hand was a positive and significant predictor of correct responses in the 8-9-year-olds and the 11-12-year-olds; in the youngest group, Dutch Frequency showed a trend towards significance ($p = .057$). Phonological distance was a positive and significant predictor in all three age groups.

**Discussion**

Confirming our first hypothesis, this experiment showed that the reliability of the PPVT-4 was quite low for pupils who completed only the first three sets (59% of the 4-5-year-olds), but became increasingly higher for pupils who reached the higher sets. Second, we found that, confirming our second hypothesis, pupils performed better on items that sounded more similar to their Dutch translations. Third, we found that pupils performed better on items that were more frequent in Dutch, whereas English frequency was a positive predictor of 11-12-year-olds’ performance only. These findings partly confirm our third hypothesis, namely that for young pupils Dutch frequency is an important

---

### Table 5. Experiment 2: parameter estimates from the model for primary-school pupils’ vocabulary scores.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>Z-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>−1.83</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>−8.80***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-9 year-olds$^a$</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>7.60***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-12 year-olds$^a$</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>10.80***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of Education$^b$</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>1.89(*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English frequency</td>
<td>−0.14</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>−1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dutch frequency</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>2.17*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhonSim</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>2.45*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-9 year-olds × Type of Education</td>
<td>−0.32</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>−1.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-12 year-olds × Type of Education</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-9 year-olds × En. Freq.</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>2.60**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-12 year-olds × En. Freq.</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>4.63***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-9 year-olds × Dutch Freq.</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-12 year-olds × Dutch Freq.</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-9 year-olds × PhonSim</td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>7.24***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-12 year-olds × PhonSim</td>
<td>3.01</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>8.26***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$The 4-5 year-olds are the reference group, $^b$Mainstream education is the reference group. $^(*)p < .06$, $^*p < .05$, $^{**}p < .01$, $^{***}p < .001$.  

---

**Generalised linear mixed effects model analysis**

We conducted a generalised linear mixed-effects model analysis with binomial responses (incorrect coded as 0 and correct coded as 1) as dependent variable, Item number, Subject, and School as random effects, and Type of Education, Age Group, English Frequency, Dutch Frequency, PhonSim, and the interactions between Age Group and all other variables as fixed effects. Continuous variables (English Frequency, Dutch Frequency, and PhonSim) were mean-centered. The results, displayed in Table 5, show that there is a main effect of Age Group: the 8-9- and 11-12-year-olds performed better than the 4-5-year-olds. There is also a positive main effect of Dutch frequency. Early-English pupils tended to perform better on the PPVT-4 than mainstream pupils, resulting in a marginally significant main effect of Type of Education ($p = .058$). The effects of English frequency and PhonSim were different for 8-9-year-olds and 11-12-year-olds than for 4-5-year-olds (see Figures 4 and 5, respectively), as shown by the interaction effects between Frequency and Age Group, and PhonSim and Age Group.
predictor of performance. Contrary to the hypothesis, for 4-5-year-olds, Dutch frequency only played a marginally significant role. We will elaborate on this finding in the general discussion.

Given that most of the children did not respond to any items from set 15 onwards, it was not possible to draw any conclusions about the performance on later items in the test, or on the possible frequency and similarity effects of those items. To investigate what the role of L1 effects in L2 vocabulary testing is in older children who have more experience with the English language, as well as to investigate the quality of the remaining items in the PPVT-4, we collected data from secondary-school pupils and ran the same analyses.

**Experiment 3: secondary-school pupils**

We replicated the primary-school experiment (Experiment 2) with secondary-school pupils. Based on the results of Experiment 2, our first hypothesis was that the reliability of the PPVT-4 would be high when administering it to secondary-school pupils. The second hypothesis was that, again, pupils’ performance would be positively influenced by phonological similarities between item-translation pairs. Finally, our third hypothesis was that, contrary to primary-school pupils, the English frequency of the items would positively influence the performance of secondary-school pupils, whereas the influence of Dutch frequency would decrease.

**Method**

**Participants**

One school participated that had provided both a bilingual and a mainstream (i.e. monolingual) curriculum for six years. Data were collected from 152 pupils, who were in the first year (12-13-year-olds; 14 female, 21 male), second year (13-14-year-olds; 27 female, 26 male), or third year (14-15-year-olds; 35 female, 32 male). All pupils were in the pre-university track (Dutch: ‘VWO’), which
upon completion gives admission to university education (the Dutch educational system is selective, with three secondary-school tracks). Pupils had been following either the mainstream or the bilingual curriculum since the start of secondary school (see Table 7): those in the mainstream curriculum followed their lessons in Dutch, but had lessons on English as a foreign language for 150 (12-13-year-olds) or 120 min per week (13-14- and 14-15-year-olds). Pupils in the bilingual curriculum received half of their subject lessons (approximately 800 min per week) in English. All pupils gave informed consent for participation.

Table 6. Experiment 2: parameter estimates for the models for primary-school pupils from different age groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>4-5 year-olds</th>
<th>8-9 year-olds</th>
<th>11-12 year-olds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Estimate</td>
<td>SE</td>
<td>Z-value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>-1.28</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>-4.39***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of Education</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>1.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English frequency</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>-0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dutch frequency</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>1.90(*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhonSim</td>
<td>2.84</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>4.88***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIC</td>
<td>3546.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(*p < .10, *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001.

Table 7. Experiment 3: number of pupils in the mainstream and the bilingual curriculum.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Mainstream curriculum</th>
<th>Bilingual curriculum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Procedure
Pupils were tested individually in a quiet room in the school during school time. All pupils performed the PPVT-4, which was part of a larger test battery (but a different test battery than in Experiment 2). The administration procedure was slightly different from the procedure in Experiment 2: all pupils started with the first set instead of with the age-appropriate set. Contrary to Experiment 2, for part of the pupils, printed pictures were shown, and words were read by the experimenter. The other pupils were presented with a computerised version of the PPVT-4 similar to the one used in Experiment 2. Similar to Experiment 2, testing stopped when pupils made eight or more errors, as indicated in the manual. Administration of the PPVT-4 took approximately 20 min.

Analysis
In a similar fashion to Experiment 2, we examined Cronbach’s alpha and the percentage correct to investigate the reliability of the different sets, and the difficulty of the items. Again, a generalised linear mixed-effects analysis was conducted in order to investigate effects of L1 and of Type of Education on performance.

Results
Figure 6 shows the scores on the PPVT-4, both for primary-school (Experiment 2) and secondary-school pupils (Experiment 3). It shows that, descriptively, early-English pupils have higher scores than mainstream pupils, and older pupils have higher scores than younger pupils. Table 8 shows that the reliability of the sets is excellent in all three secondary-school years.

Figure 7 shows the percentage correct per set, for each age group, again both for primary-school (Experiment 2) and secondary-school pupils (Experiment 3). For the secondary-school pupils (12- to 15-year-olds), the first sets seem to be easy with performance at (or near) ceiling. The percentage correct declines steeply in the later sets.

We correlated the percentages correct for the different year groups with PhonSim, the Dutch frequencies, and the English frequencies (Table 9). The results were highly similar to the results in the

Figure 6. Experiments 2 and 3: Average scores (raw number) on the PPVT-4 with standard deviations. Note: In the 13-14 year-olds, the mainstream group consists of only two pupils.
younger children: Percentage correct correlated significantly with PhonSim and with frequencies in English and in Dutch.

Generalised linear mixed-effects analysis
We performed a general linear mixed-effects analysis on pupils’ performance (0 as incorrect and 1 as correct) on the items of the PPVT-4, with Age Group, Type of Education, English Frequency, Dutch Frequency, PhonSim, and the interactions between Age Group and the other variables. Random slopes were included at the Subject and Item level. Pupils in the 13-14-year-old age group were

### Table 8. Experiment 3: Cronbach’s alpha for the different age groups and sets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Set</th>
<th>12-13 year-olds (Year 1)</th>
<th>13-14 year-olds (Year 2)</th>
<th>14-15 year-olds (Year 3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alpha</td>
<td>Cumulative N (pupils)</td>
<td>Alpha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 1</td>
<td>.968</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 1-2</td>
<td>.956</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>.942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 1-3</td>
<td>.952</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>.942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 1-4</td>
<td>.946</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>.950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 1-5</td>
<td>.942</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>.950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 1-6</td>
<td>.964</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>.942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 1-7</td>
<td>.971</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>.946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 1-8</td>
<td>.974</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>.950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 1-9</td>
<td>.968</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>.956</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Figure 7. Experiments 2 and 3: Percentages correct per set, for each age group (with SDs).
left out of the analysis, because of the low number of participants (\(N = 2\)) in the mainstream curriculum. The results, in Table 10, show that there are main effects of all independent variables except for Dutch Frequency. Older pupils perform better on the items in the PPVT-4 than younger pupils. Pupils perform better on items that are more frequent in English, and on items that sound more similar to their Dutch translations. Pupils in the bilingual curriculum outperformed pupils in the mainstream curriculum; the differences between pupils from the mainstream and the bilingual curriculum were smaller in 12-13- than in 14-15-year-olds (see Figure 8), resulting in a significant interaction.

To investigate the effects of the independent variables on the performance of pupils in the different age groups separately, we performed the same analysis again but now for each age group separately (without Age Group as a predictor). The outcomes are shown in Table 11. For 14-15-year-old pupils, there was a main effect of Type of Education in favour of pupils in the bilingual curriculum. For the 12-13-year-olds this effect was only marginally significant (\(p = .057\)). In both age groups, English frequency and PhonSim were significant and positive predictors of correct responses. Dutch frequency was never significant, although it seemed that the oldest pupils performed better on items that were more frequent in Dutch (\(p = .093\)).

**Discussion**

Confirming our first hypothesis that the reliability of the PPVT-4 would be high when administering it to secondary-school pupils who have more experience with English, we found that the reliability of the PPVT-4 was always \(\geq 900\). Our second hypothesis, that pupils would perform better on English items that are phonologically closer to their Dutch translations, was also confirmed. Our third hypothesis was that English frequency would positively influence secondary-school pupils’ performance, and that, contrary to primary-school pupils, the role of Dutch frequency would be decreasing. The results
confirmed the hypothesis in the sense that pupils performed better on items that were more frequent in English, while Dutch frequency was not a significant predictor of pupils’ performance. Contrary to our expectations Dutch frequency did however show a trend towards significance in the oldest age group. We will come back to this finding in the general discussion.

**General Discussion**

The first aim of this study was to examine the reliability of the PPVT-4 as a tool for measuring L2 vocabulary knowledge of Dutch learners of English. The second aim was to examine whether L1 characteristics, in particular lexical frequency and cognate similarity (operationalised by phonological similarity) of the item-translation pairs, could affect scores on the PPVT-4 when using it to measure L2 vocabulary. We investigated this question by administering the PPVT-4 to primary-school and secondary-school pupils of different age groups who were learning English as an L2. We investigated the technical quality of the test, and the characteristics of the individual items.
We also examined the relation between L1 and L2 word frequency and cognate status on the one hand, and primary and secondary-school pupils’ vocabulary scores on the other.

Because English and Dutch are both Germanic languages, we expected that there would be relatively strong form overlap in the English-Dutch item-translation pairs. We also expected that Dutch and English lexical frequency of the PPVT-4 items would be closely related to each other (Moscoso del Prado Martín et al. 2004). The results of Experiment 1 showed that this was indeed the case: English and Dutch lexical frequency correlated positively and highly with each other, but were not identical. Furthermore, there was ample variation in the similarity of the two items’ frequencies across translation pairs. There was also substantial phonological similarity between the English items in the PPVT-4 and their Dutch translations, thereby confirming previous results that showed that English and Dutch share many cognates (Schepens et al. 2013).

Our first hypothesis was that the PPVT-4 would be a more reliable vocabulary measure when administering it to pupils who have more experience with English then when administering it to less experienced pupils. The latter group was expected to complete only the first few sets of the PPVT-4, and we expected that the test would not reliably differentiate between pupils’ scores based on a limited number of items. Indeed, for 4-5-year-olds who only made it to the first three sets, Cronbach’s alpha was low ($\alpha < .600$) to medium ($\alpha < .800$). The test reached an acceptable reliability level ($\alpha > .900$; McNamara 2000) when pupils completed more sets.

Our second hypothesis was that phonological similarity between the English words and their Dutch translations would positively influence pupils scores on the PPVT-4, as a cognate effect had already been shown for Spanish children (Potapova, Blumenfeld, and Pruitt-Lord 2016). Moreover, we expected that this effect would be larger for older pupils, as previous research had shown that older Dutch-Frisian bilingual children are better at recognising overlap between words in two languages than younger children (Bosma et al. 2016). Extending previous research (Bosma et al. 2016; Pérez, Peña, and Bedore 2010; Potapova, Blumenfeld, and Pruitt-Lord 2016), we showed that both for younger and older pupils, phonological similarity between English and Dutch words was a positive predictor of pupils’ performance. As expected, this effect was larger for older pupils than for younger pupils. This suggests that older pupils may be more able than younger pupils to make use of phonological similarities between item-translation pairs for the comprehension of L2 words.

We assessed phonological rather than orthographic similarity between the English and Dutch words. This means that the extent to which orthographic similarity predicts pupils’ L2 vocabulary scores remains unknown. We believe that our choice to investigate phonological similarity is theoretically well-grounded, for two reasons. The first is that in the PPVT-4, children are typically presented with the words orally. The second reason is that pupils are probably more familiar with the oral than with the written form of words, if they are familiar with the written forms at all: the focus of English lessons in primary school is mostly on oral skills (Jenniskens et al. 2017; Thijs et al. 2011), and, in secondary school, pupils receive content and language integrated learning (CLIL) contexts in the bilingual programme, in which the focus is on meaning and not form (Dalton-Puffer 2011). In other words, whilst we cannot rule out a possible influence of orthographic similarity in addition to phonological similarity, it is unlikely that the former would be greater than the latter.

Our third hypothesis was that the influence of L1 (Dutch) frequency would decrease in older, more experienced pupils, while the influence of L2 (English) frequency on pupils’ scores would increase. Even within early-English educational programmes, primary-school pupils are generally exposed to English for maximally one hour per week (Jenniskens et al. 2017). Since pupils would not have had enough English exposure for English frequency to matter a great deal, we expected that pupils would mainly rely on their knowledge of the items in Dutch, and thus the Dutch frequency of the words would be a better predictor of their vocabulary scores. Secondary-school pupils would be more exposed to English, both inside and outside the school (Lindgren and Muñoz 2013), and hence English frequency may play a more important role in this group. Our hypothesis was confirmed: Dutch frequency was positively related to primary-school pupils’ performance on the PPVT-4, whereas for secondary-school pupils it was not. English frequency was only a significant
predictor of scores for the oldest (i.e. 11-12-year-old) primary-school pupils and for the pupils in secondary school. Wood and Pena (2015) showed that the relation between children’s errors and difficulty level of the items in the PPVT-4 (as measured by the ordering of the items), was stronger for English L1 children than for Spanish children learning English as an L2. We extended these findings by showing that English L2 learners’ performance on the PPVT seems to depend, in the least experienced group, on the items’ frequency in their L1, rather than on the frequency in the L2. For 4-5-year-olds, who are in this study also the least experienced, Dutch frequency was however only marginally significant. It is possible that because these pupils completed relatively few items, there may not have been enough variation in the Dutch lexical frequencies to show a significant relation with their performance on the PPVT in English. Furthermore, in the oldest, and in this study the most experienced group, pupils seemed to perform better on items that had a higher frequency in Dutch, although this relation was not significant. It may be that as these children encountered the low-frequent words at the end of the test, their performance depended on whether they knew the word in Dutch in the first place.

We also asked whether pupils following an English curriculum at school would differ in their performance on the PPVT-4 from their peers who followed the mainstream curriculum. We indeed found a difference in favour of the pupils in the English curriculum, but only in the older pupils. For the 4-5-year-olds and 8-9-year-olds, there was no significant difference between pupils from the two types of education. Several reasons could account for the absence of this difference. The first reason could be that there really are no differences between the groups. Although previous research has shown that early-English pupils in kindergarten (Unsworth et al. 2015) and in the final grade of primary school (de Graaff 2015) outperformed their peers from mainstream schools as a group, it has also been shown that the performance scores of the groups overlapped, such that individual pupils from mainstream schools outperformed individuals from early-English schools on English proficiency tests (de Graaff 2015). Note that in the latter study, pupils were not tested on vocabulary but on spelling, listening and reading skills, and on ‘use of English’. Furthermore, those two previous studies have shown that, besides early-English versus mainstream education, the development of English is related to other factors, such as the English proficiency level of the teacher, the amount of English input in school (Unsworth et al. 2015), and out-of-school-exposure to English (de Graaff 2015). It may be the case that the early-English participants in our study got less than one hour of English input in school or that they were educated by a teacher with a moderate proficiency level of English, two factors that have been shown to result in lower vocabulary scores compared to pupils who receive more input in English, or who are educated by a (near-)native speaker of English (Unsworth et al. 2015). In addition, the response rate to the parental questionnaire was very low, making it hard to draw conclusions about out-of-school exposure to English. It may be the case that the mainstream pupils received more out-of-school exposure to English than the early-English pupils, which may have compensated for the lack of English instruction at school.

The second reason for the absence of a significant difference between pupils from the mainstream and early-English curriculum might be the low reliability of the PPVT-4, especially in the 4-5 year olds. In previous research, differences between early-English and mainstream kindergartners were small (Unsworth et al. 2015). It may thus be that there are in fact differences between the pupils of the two types of education in our study, too, but that these subtle differences do not always show when administering the PPVT-4 as outlined in the test manual. We therefore suggest, when administering the PPVT, to start with an earlier set than the age-appropriate set.

**Implications for research and practice**

Our study has shown that L1 lexical frequency and cognate similarity (operationalised as phonological similarity) influenced Dutch pupils’ performance on the PPVT-4 as a measure of L2 English vocabulary. This is reminiscent of findings with adults that show that acquiring a new language is easier when that language is close to your native language (Schepens, van der Slik, and van Hout 2016), and that
linguistic similarity helps learners to derive the meaning of foreign words (Pérez, Peña, and Bedore 2010; Potapova, Blumenfeld, and Pruitt-Lord 2016). Related languages overlap by definition, and are thus very likely to contain translation equivalents that also share aspects of their form. Previous research with adults has already shown that L2 learners with different mother tongues obtain significantly different scores, depending on the number of cognates between their L1 and the words in the PPVT (Leśniewska, Pichette, and Béland 2018). Dutch and English are relatively close to each other, having a relatively large number of cognates (Lindgren and Muñoz 2013; Schepens et al. 2013). Since effects of L1-L2 similarities are different for different L1s, researchers should therefore be cautious in comparing receptive English vocabulary knowledge of children across L1s, as is sometimes done (Enever et al. 2011; Lindgren and Muñoz 2013; Steinlen and Piske 2013). Our findings suggest that Dutch children will perform better on the PPVT-4 than children with a non-Germanic language as mother tongue because of the higher proportion of cognate items for the Dutch children.

When investigating the question whether children following an English programme at school have better knowledge of English vocabulary than pupils who do not follow such a programme, researchers should ideally make use of a curriculum-independent vocabulary test that is able to capture English vocabulary knowledge that pupils learned in school. Since such a test does not exist, in any case not for the Dutch context, the PPVT-4 is often used to answer the question whether early-English pupils have a better developed English vocabulary than pupils enrolled in mainstream schools. We investigated whether it is suitable to use the PPVT-4 to answer this question. As many as 31 out of 78 (40%) 4-5-year-old participants completed no more than the first two sets of the PPVT-4. The reliability of these two sets was very low, which suggests that the PPVT-4 may not be suitable for use with unexperienced (or younger) L2 learners. The higher values for the older groups suggest that the test is more reliable when using it with more experienced (or older) L2 learners. Nevertheless, effects that were unaccounted for in the design of the test, such as cognate status and L1 word frequency, still play an important role in these groups. Researchers should thus be cautious in interpreting the results.

This study had a cross-sectional design. Including pupils from six different age groups has provided us with insight in what factors may play a role in L2 vocabulary testing at different ages. We cannot be certain, however, about the (causal) developmental pattern of the L1 and L2 factors at play. A longitudinal experiment would provide more insight in the relation between the extent to which Dutch and English lexical frequency and cognate status predict performance on the PPVT-4 as pupils grow older. Further, including a group of very young learners from a bilingual programme may reveal whether the test becomes a more reliable tool to test English vocabulary in young learners when they have more knowledge of English.

Conclusion

We investigated the use of the PPVT-4 as a measure of receptive English vocabulary in L2 learners. We found that in young primary-school pupils, the frequency of the Dutch translations of the English items as opposed to the frequency of the English test words themselves positively related to their performance on the test. Both primary and secondary-school pupils performed better on English items that were phonetically closer to their Dutch translations. These findings indicate that pupils’ L1 plays a role when assessing vocabulary in the L2. Researchers should be aware of these influences, especially when comparing pupils with different mother tongues. Nevertheless, the PPVT-4 seems to be a suitable curriculum-independent instrument for the relative ranking on L2 English vocabulary size of more experienced L2 learners with the same mother tongue.
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